PERFECT FOR:

Warehousing

Parts Depots

Manufacturing

STRIP, SCRUB & POLISH - 1 MACHINE
POWERFUL TWO SPEED BRUSH MOTOR
USES 20% LESS WATER

PHOENIX SUPER SPORT |

HEAVY DUTY SCRUB & POLISH

PHOENIX SUPER SPORT |

PRODUCT FEATURES

The Phoenix SUPER SPORT offers performance based features that make this compact
scrubber productive, durable and cost effective. Aggressive scrubbing, dry floors and
20% water savings, are major difference makers for getting the job at hand done quickly
and with professional results. Our two speed brush motor allows for daily scrub operation
in standard RMP mode or the manager lockout key switch can be turned to activate the
high RPM mode for heavy duty scrubbing or stripping of wax. This high speed motor
also allows for use of the Power Polish system. Using a series of powerful brushes
you can cost effectively produce that professional floor finish. Call us for your free
on-site demonstration today.

Key Switch Lockout

Operator Controls

(SSP) Super Scrub & Polish
A lockout key switch allows for the choice of lower RPM maintenance scrubbing or turn the
key for high speed RPM super scrub, stripping or polishing, one machine allowing for many
cleaning functions.

GREEN FEATURES
20% WATER SAVINGS
SOUND LEVEL < = 70dBs
TOOL FREE BRUSH & SQUEEGEE REMOVAL
MAINTENANCE FREE GEL BATTERIES

Aqua Stop Brush

Power Polish Brushes

PHOENIX SUPER SPORT TECHNICAL DATA
SPECIFICATIONS
Cleaning Path Width

20”

Squeegee Width

33”

Theoretical Productivity (TD)

27,280 ft2/hr

Exceptional Water Recovery

Working Speed (TD)

3.1 MPH

The combination of quality urethane squeegees and an exceptional vacuum produces
a completely dry, clean surface.

Rated Voltage

24 volts

Vacuum Flow

65 cfm

The scrub brush or pad is encapsulated with a ring which retains the water/chemical
longer producing a 20% water/chemical savings. Another benefit is labor saving avoiding
repeated dumping and filling of the unit.

Vacuum Waterlift

45 in

Vacuum Power

.60 hp

Fast Hands Free Brush Change

Drive Motor Power (TD)

1/5 hp

Brush Type

Disc

Brush Motor(s) Power

1 hp

Number of Brushes

1

Brush RPM

180-400 RPM

Solution Capacity

12 gallon

Recovery Capacity

13 gallon

Weight with Batteries (TD)

372 lbs

Weight without Batteries (TD)

238 lbs

Polish Package

Revitalize your floor using our Power Polish series of brushes to produce amazing results.

"Aqua Stop" Water Savings

With the turn of a key the operator can remove the old brush and add a new one in
just seconds. This makes all the difference for simple brush/pad maintenance to be
performed regularly.

Easy to Use
Operators will understand the operator controls giving them the confidence to produce
professional results.

Ergonomic Heavy Duty Design
Adjustable speed controller, ergonomic hand bails, low profile offset scrub head offers
superior handling and improved productivity.

On-Board Charger
Offers the ease and convenience to simply remove the plug from the side of the unit
and plug into the nearest outlet saving space and time.

1.800.323.9420
powerboss.com

